Chapter 1

Radiator system products

Manual radiator valves - Radiator valves with thermostatic option - Radiator valves with thermostatic option with dynamic flow balancing - Radiator valves with thermostatic option and presetting - Radiator valves with increased passage and thermostatic option - Lockshields - Thermostatic heads - Radiator system kit - Polish chrome-plated valves - Valves for twin-pipe system - Valves for single-pipe system - Probes - Valves for panel radiators - Accessories - Spare parts for radiator system - Technical and dimensional data

Chapter 2

Manifolds

Distribution manifolds - Modular manifolds - Preassembled manifolds - Mixing units - Thermo-electric actuators and temperature limiters - Cabinets and brackets for manifolds - End pieces and accessories for manifolds - Manifolds for domestic water systems - Modular manifolds - Manifolds for domestic water systems - Cabinets and brackets for manifolds (for domestic water systems) - Spare parts for manifolds - Combination of manifolds and accessories - Technical and dimensional data

Chapter 3

Ball valves and drain cocks

Valves for water for heating/cooling systems and not dangerous gas - Valves for dangerous gas - Valves specific for domestic water use - Valves with alternative threads, for water for heating/cooling systems, dangerous and not dangerous - Cocks for water for heating/cooling systems and not dangerous gas - Under-sink and washing machine cocks - Bill cocks - Accessories and spare parts - Technical and dimensional data

Chapter 4

Fittings

Multitong press fittings - RM series - Adaptors for multilayer and plastic pipes - Adaptors for copper pipes - Fittings for adaptors - Fittings for multilayer and plastic pipes - Fittings for copper pipes - 3 pieces fittings, nipples, other fittings - Giacogreen system - Accessories and spare parts - Giacoqest system - Gx system

Chapter 5

Pipes

Multilayer and plastic pipes
The future is our growing source.

Established in 1951, our company started manufacturing brass components that immediately crossed the borders of an Italian market on the way to reconstruction. The following decade we decided to conquer America. In the 70s, we worked hard to extend our component production to new integrated systems.

The technological boost of the 80s led us towards automatic thermoregulation systems. In the 90s we undertook a non-stop activity to train the most enterprising installers, distributors and designers.

At the turn of the new century we designed the first heat generator that turns us into true pioneers of the sector with specific solutions for renewable energies. Today we face the sustainability challenge with products that reinterpret the relation between buildings, nature and wellbeing through efficient and comfortable habitats.

In less than 70 years we have worked with almost every form of energy, yet we have left the most powerful run free: future, the life blood that drives us every day towards new goals.

80 tons of brass machined every day, production plants covering 130k sq.m., 900 employees, sales for 200 million euro, 80% of export, branches and business partners in 19 countries worldwide: our numbers tell our story, our partners’ satisfaction tells the rest.
ITALY
Headquarter and brass division
Via per Alzo, 39
28017 San Maurizio d’Opaglio (NO)
Plastic division
Via Brughieri, 31
28017 San Maurizio d’Opaglio (NO)
Forging division
Via Bisavola, 4
37014 Castelnuovo del Garda (VR)

BELGIUM
Giacomini Benelux S.A.
Route provinciale 273-277
1301 Bierges (Wavre)

CANADA
Giacomini Consulting Canada Inc.
1020-1500 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6G 2Z6

CHINA
Giacomini Asia Pacific
Room A801, TYG Centre,
No. 2 Dong San Huan Bei Lu Bing,
100027 Chaoyang District, Beijing

CZECH REPUBLIC
Giacomini Czech, S.R.O.
Erbenova 15 - 46602
Jablonec nad Nisou

GERMANY
Giacomini GMBH
Industriestrasse 10
51545 Waldbroel

FRANCE
Giacomini S.A.
Parc de Pontillault
Rue de Rome - CS 30176
77348 Pontault Combault Cedex

INDIA
Giacomini India
G-3, Neet Madhav,
Nr. Navneet Hospital,
V.P. cross road, Mulund (west),
Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400080

JORDAN
Giacomini Middle East
Khalda, Amer bin Malik Str. 65, FL2
P.O. Box: 851439 - Amman 11185

POLAND
Giacomini Poland
Giacomini Sp. Z o.o. ul.
Koniuchy 8 - 87-100 Toruń

PORTUGAL
Giacomini Portugal
Sistemas Sanitários e Climatização, LDA.
Rua de Martinhães, 263
4485-188 Gião - VCD - Vila do Conde

RUSSIA
Giacomini Russia
Daev Pereulok, 20 - 107045 Moscow

SLOVAKIA
Giacomini Slovakia S.R.O.
Dolné Rudiny 1 - 01091 Zilina

SPAIN
Giacomini España S.L.
Carretera Viladrau. Km 10
08653 Seva - Barcelona

SWITZERLAND
Giacomini S.A.
Via Linoleum 14 - 6512
Giubiasco (Ticino)

TURKEY
Giacomini Unival
Tesisat Armatürleri
San Ve Tic. Ltd
Istanbul Anadolu Yakası Organize San.
Böl. Gazi Bulvarı - 2. Sok No 8 Tuzla
Istanbul

UAE
Giacomini Gulf F.Z.E.
United Arab Emirates
AJMAN B.C. 1300009

UNITED KINGDOM
Giacomini UK Ltd.
South Gloucestershire
BS37 5YT, Unit 2, Goodrich Close
Westerleigh Business Park Yate

USA
Giacomini USA
Chicago, IL 60604
141 W. Jackson Blvd.
Suite 2750
The excellence of Made in Italy for global development.

Branches, representative offices and exclusive partners
Itlay (1), France (2), Spain (3), Portugal (4), United Kingdom (5), Belgium (6), Switzerland (7), Germany (8), Poland (9), China (10), Canada (11), Czech Republic (12), Slovakia (13), Turkey (14), Jordan (15), India (16), Russia (17), UAE (18), USA (19).
We are by now one of the world’s leading companies for the production of heating, air conditioning and domestic water systems dedicated to the residential, industrial and tertiary sector thanks to our competence, innovation and networking.
Headquarter organization

**SALES MANAGER (EASTERN EUROPE, AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST)**
Mr. Federico Casoni  
tel +39 0322 923 279  
mob +39 335 586 9075  
federico.casoni@giacomini.com

**SALES MANAGER (USA, CANADA & LATIN AMERICA)**
Mrs. Daniela Mori  
tel +39 0322 923 229  
mob +39 335 7811691  
daniela.mori@giacomini.com

**AREA MANAGER (MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA, INDIA)**
Mr. Denis Giacoma  
tel +39 0322 923 209  
mob +39 335 284431  
denis.giacoma@giacomini.com

**BRANCH MANAGER (CANADA)**
Mr. Kambiz Pishghadam  
tel +1 7788857810  
kambiz.pishghadam@giacomini.com

**HEAD OF RUSSIAN REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE (RUSSIA, KAZAKHSTAN, UZBEKISTAN, TURKMENISTAN, KYRGYZSTAN, TAJIKISTAN)**
Mr. Andrey Mikhaylenko  
tel +7 495 6048396  
info.russia@giacomini.com

**AREA MANAGER (UNITED STATES)**
Mr. Joel Kaslewicz  
tel +630 880 0160  
joel.kaslewicz@giacomini.com

**AREA MANAGER (HUNGARY, SLOVENIA, SERBIA, CROATIA, BOSNIA HERZIGOVINA, MONTENEGRO, FYROM)**
Mr. Ales Tomazevic  
tel +386 1 521 1101  
mob +386 41 785056  
ales.tomazevic@giacomini.com

**AREA MANAGER (GREECE, CYPRUS, ALBANIA, KOSOVO)**
Mr. Dimitris Ragousis  
mob +30 6947 997955  
dimragku@gmail.com

**TECHNICAL ENGINEER (ROMANIA)**
Mr. Alexandru Lazescu  
tel +40 723691014  
adragla.zuescu@giacomini.com
Back office organization.

**SALES ADMINISTRATION MANAGER**

Mrs. Monica Ravetta  
tel +39 0322 923 111  
monica.ravetta@giacomini.com

Mrs. Laura Farina  
tel +39 0322 923205  
laura.farina@giacomini.com

Mrs. Emanuela Bacchetta  
tel +39 0322 923362  
emanuela.bacchetta@giacomini.com

Mrs. Laura Fantini  
tel +39 0322 923257  
laura.fantini@giacomini.com

Mrs. Micol Bacchetta  
tel +39 0322 923271  
micol.bacchetta@giacomini.com

Mrs. Julia Goloubtsova  
tel +39 0322 293216  
yulia.goloubtsova@giacomini.com

Mrs. Lidia Bertoli  
tel +39 0322 923250  
lidia.bertoli@giacomini.com

Mrs. Julia Goloubtsova  
tel +39 0322 293216  
yulia.goloubtsova@giacomini.com

Mrs. Carlotta Broglio  
tel +39 0322 923202  
carlotta.broglio@giacomini.com

Mrs. Sara Ibn Meyd  
tel +39 0322 923282  
sara.ibnmeyd@giacomini.com

Mrs. Emanuela Carzoli  
tel +39 0322 923212  
emanuela.carzoli@giacomini.com

Mrs. Manuela Pastore  
tel +39 0322 293244  
manuela.pastore@giacomini.com

Mrs. Paola Colombara  
tel +39 0322 923336  
paola.colombara@giacomini.com

Mrs. Marcella Sappa  
tel +39 0322 293280  
marcella.sappa@giacomini.com

**SALES ADMINISTRATION SPECIALIST**
In-house training for our client’s growth. We dedicate great care to the competence and professionalism of our collaborators through a non-stop training process that includes updating sessions, stages, periodical panels of technical analysis. This provides our clients a highly professional and qualified service.

Training for professionals. We want the Academy to be a point of sharing experiences and exchange of information between our firm and its partners, so as to turn it into a source of mutual growth and encouragement to do better. During our seminars, we analyze technical elements as well as new market trends, modern technologies and law provisions and regulations in force.

Training customized for every single application.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Course describing components for energy consumption optimization. Types of metering (direct and indirect), thermostatic heads, etc.

RADIANT SYSTEMS
The course will analyze basic concepts for thermoregulation of floor and ceiling radiant systems

WATER MANAGEMENT
Analysis of water distribution systems with PEX/Al/PEX, PEX, PP-R pipes. Products for flow shut-off and regulation, types of fittings.

GAS DISTRIBUTION
Analysis of systems recommended for gas abduction/distribution and shut-off for domestic use

RENEWABLE SOURCES
Course dedicated to products and systems for renewable energy sources and with low environment impact. Heat pumps, Solar energy, Geothermal energy, Biomasses, etc.
Giacomini SpA has an Integrated Management System certified by ICIM for Quality, Environment, Health and Safety at Work.

Certifications.

We are where energy is.

- **Energy Management**
  Components for energy consumption optimization and metering, and for hot and cold fluid distribution.

- **Radiant Systems**
  Floor, wall and ceiling radiant air conditioning for residential and use, thermoregulation and air treatment.

- **Water Management**
  Components for drinking water distribution lines, domestic water system devices.

- **Gas Distribution**
  Distribution products and systems for safe and high-performing gas transfer in buildings.

- **Renewable Sources**
  Components dedicated to energy production systems from renewable sources.

- **Hydrogen Systems**
  Innovative and integrated solutions for eco-friendly hydrogen-fueled heating systems.

- **Fire Protection**
  Specialized top-performance components for the fire protection professional sector.